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Restorative Food Systems

O

riginally co-evolving with Seeds of Change, Bioneers has always sought to transform our food systems. Over 

these 25 years, Bioneers has demonstrated and taught how food system visionaries and practitioners are 

creating viable alternative models and practices that are regenerative, fair and economically robust. With the 

onset of climate disruption, taking these practices and models to scale is imperative. 

The program spreads food literacy from the planting of the seed to the act of eating, while inspiring engagement in re-

generative and local food systems. A priority is to help restore food sovereignty: the right of people to define, design 

and determine how their food system operates and whom it serves. It places the wellbeing of nature, the individual 

and the community at the center.

Since 1990, the conference has highlighted diverse visionaries reimagining food systems. We’ve helped connect a 

kaleidoscopic spectrum of breakthrough practices and leverage points: organic and “beyond organic” ecological 

farming; seed diversity; soil fertility; food justice; more localized food systems; green economic strategies; Indige-

nous farming practices; healthy food and nutrition; and resistance against GMOs, agribusiness and corporate power.

“In my neighborhood, I can 

buy designer gym shoes, ev-

ery kind of fast food, every 

kind of junk food, all kinds 

of malt liquor, illegal drugs 

and maybe even an auto-

matic weapon. But I cannot 

buy an organic tomato. So I 

had to grow my own food.” 

– LADONNA REDMOND

“When you hear the myth that organic can never feed the 9.2 billion co-inhabitants we’re going to have 

in 2050, forget it. I can tell you from the 100 commodities we buy - from the milk to the sugar to the 

cocoa - we’ve shown either increased yields or the same yields ever since they’ve switched. But when 

you look at a total life cycle, from total resources in, resources out, organic totally wins.” 

– GARY HIRSHBERG, FOUNDER, CHAIR, STONYFIELD FARMS

Brahm Amahdi, 
Co-Founder, People’s Grocery, People’s Community Market
 “We launched the Mobile Market in 2002 with the goal of improving access to fresh and healthy 

foods for the 25,000 residents of the underserved neighborhood of West Oakland. Since it was the 

first such project in the country, we didn’t have any examples. Malika Edwards and I didn’t have any 

experience running a business. By early October, we were feeling pretty stressed out.

“We set the Mobile Market up at the Bioneers conference. It was hugely re-energizing. It was a mag-

ic moment when we turned a corner from struggling to running a pretty tight operation. We took 

the Mobile Market to several more Bioneers conferences and grew a large network of supporters 

and donors from the people we met. To this day we still have relationships with many people that 

began at Bioneers and who continue to support our work as we reach for the goal of opening a 

full-service grocery store and community center in West Oakland: People’s Community Market.” 

i	Photos from top: Seed Exchange at Bioneers; LaDonna Red-
mond; Brahm Ahmadi and People’s Grocery Mobile Market.
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We’ve produced extensive media related to food systems, and gained significant media exposure and advancement for 

little-known breakthrough people and work. We’ve produced numerous hands-on trainings on leading-edge practices. 

These Wisdom at the End of Hoe workshops have trained over 1,000 people on model organic farms led by master 

eco-farmers and Permaculture and Biodynamic teachers such as Bob Canard, Michael Ableman, Elaine Ingham, Dennis 

Martinez, Brock Dolman, Toby Hemenway, Hugh Lovel, Penny Livingston, Peter Proctor, Will Allen, and many more. 

We’ve implemented specific projects including the Iroquois White Corn project with John Mohawk to help revive this 

important food and support Native farmers (see Indigenous Knowledge chapter), and an eco-economic initiative with 

the Federation of Southern Cooperatives to help African American farmers stay on the land.

We’ve helped what had been obscure and often marginalized innovations, practices and issues spread and move 

into the mainstream. Today there’s a hugely encouraging generational resurgence of passion among young people to 

transform the food system. We thank all the remarkable people lighting the path to a healthy, just and regenerative 

food system.

“‘FAIR FOOD’ DOESN’T HAVE TO BE JUST FAIR FOR THE ANIMALS, ENVIRONMENT AND FARMERS.  

It has to be fair also for the small farmers. There are fewer of them every day, and also for those of us 

who work very hard to bring that food to the table of people. As farm workers, we’re excluded from 

labor laws. We cannot create unions. We cannot organize. They are the worst salaries: 45 cents for 

a 32-pound bucket of tomatoes - the same salary since 1978. Two years after our victory with Taco 

Bell, McDonald’s came to the table. After McDonald’s we started our campaign toward Burger King, 

and the agreement was signed.” 

– LUCAS BENITEZ, CO-DIRECTOR, COALITION OF IMMOKALEE WORKERS

“THE GREAT THING IS THAT THERE ARE MANY OF US 

who are creating the models, who are preserving 

the sacred knowledge. Our farms are the reposi-

tories of this very important knowledge that has 

been disappearing, so that when the time comes, 

and awakening happens, there will be places in 

every single community around the world where 

folks can go to, to be guided in terms of how to 

shift this thing.” 

– MICHAEL ABLEMAN

Promoting Biodiversity with Heirloom Seeds
Peter Buckley, Founder David Brower Center,  
Co-Founder Center for Ecoliteracy
“Clark’s Cream, a hard white winter wheat developed before 1952, has experienced a resurgence by 

organic growers. An organic seed grower and processor in North Dakota brought it to the attention 

of organic farmers following a serendipitous meeting with a former worker for Mr. Clark during a 

Bioneers conference in 2002. Since then, this worker located seed of the variety in a germplasm 

collection in Kansas, increased it, and has distributed seed to several farmers in the Central Plains.” 

 “The Bioneers speakers’ powerful stories are incredibly invaluable to me personally and in my work as the 

Executive Director of the Ecological Farming Association. Bioneers always pushes the envelope to take 

people where the movement needs to go in a variety of ways. Bioneers is the source for up-to-date infor-

mation for activism.” 

– Ken Dickerson, executive director, Ecological Farming Association i	Photos from top: Michael Ableman at RFS workshop; Three 
Sisters Farming intensive, 2014.
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RESTORATIVE FOOD SYSTEMS MILESTONES
1989 

s The Native Scholars project helps conserve seed 

stocks and traditional Indigenous knowledge, work-

ing with Indigenous farmers, The Traditional Native 

American Farmers Association (TNAFA), Indigenous 

educator Gregory Cajete, Quechua agronomist 

Emigdio Ballon, and Native Seeds/SEARCH.

1990 
s The conference focuses centrally ongoing on organic 

food and eco-farming, seed diversity, healthy food, 

alternative economic strategies and resistance 

against agribusiness, corporate control and GMOs. 

We begin publishing “Voices of the Bioneers” related 

to these issues.

1994 
s Kenny’s book, Seeds of Change: The Living Treasure, 

portrays the company’s work with seed diversity and 

organic farming, and describes Bioneers. The Restor-

ative Development Initiative (RDI) launches as an 

economic strategy to promote ecological agriculture 

and support Indigenous and family farms.

1995 
s With John Mohawk, we start the 8-year Iroquois 

White Corn (IWC) project as a business incubator to 

help save and re-introduce this exceptionally healthy 

and sturdy traditional food in Indian Country and 

nationally, and to support Native farmers and com-

munity health. [See Indigenous Knowledge chapter]

1996 
s Paul Stamets speaks for first time, upending people’s 

understanding of mycelium’s relationship to soil fertility 

and remediation. Facilitated by an introduction by 

Bioneers Board member Carolyn Mugar, Executive Di-

rector of Farm Aid, we begin a 6-year collaboration with 

Executive Director Ralph Paige of the Federation of 

Southern Cooperatives to supply information, resourc-

es and connections to radically dwindling numbers of 

African American farmers in Alabama, Mississippi and 

Georgia. Strategies include: the first medicinal herb 

and organic farming trainings in the Deep South; first 

Farmers Market in Greene County, Alabama.  

1997 
s Joel Salatin’s first keynote: “Stop Treating our Soil 

like Dirt and Calling Manure Waste.”

1998 
s We launch seven years of Restorative Development 

Initiative intensive on-site trainings with master 

eco-farmers and land management experts. [See Box]

1999 
s IWC project sells to first customers: Angelica Kitchen 

in NYC and White Dog Café in Philadelphia. “ We 

produce a “Bringing Native Foods to Market” one-

day meeting with Native farmers, co-produced with 

The Native American Farmers Association, hosted by 

Indigenous educator Greg Cajete.

2000 
s Legendary civil rights lawyer J.L. Chestnut keynotes 

as lead attorney for the African American farmers’ 

class action suit against the USDA for institutional 

racism, which finally won the largest class-action 

settlement until that time. Amy Goodman is present 

and airs it on Democracy Now!. Chestnut and Fed-

eration leaders and farmers meet at Bioneers with 

Danny Glover through Bioneers Board member Belvie 

Rooks. Danny later helps raise $100,000 at the 

Federation’s annual dinner in Birmingham, Alabama. 

“Building an Organic Seed Industry” planning ses-

sion at conference is led by policy master and farmer 

Fred Kirschenmann.

2001 
s Michael Pollan speaks for the first time at Bioneers. 

Then little known, biologist Elaine Ingham depicts 

the “Soil Food Web” and leads a Wisdom at the End 

of a Hoe training. Today she is Rodale Institute’s 

chief research scientist.

2002 
s Via Bioneers, Michael Pollan’s “Power Steer” NY 

Times Magazine cover story features protagonist Joel 

Salatin as proof that “organic farming can feed the 

world,” and The Omnivore’s Dilemma (2007) takes 

Salatin mainstream.

2002 
s Audio CD: Wisdom at the End of a Hoe: Voices for an 

Ecological Farming Future. 

s National press for introduction of Iroquois White 

Corn in Food Arts and Fine Cooking magazines, Dallas 

Morning News and Albuquerque Journal. Michael Pollan 

reports in Mother Jones on its induction into the 

global Slow Food Ark of Taste. [See Box]

s People’s Grocery Mobile Market premieres at con-

ference and begins to attract support and subse-

quent funding. Visions for a 21st Century Agriculture 

published in-house. [See Box]

2005 
s Just Us for Food Justice convenes youth communi-

ty food justice activists ongoing at conference to 

help strengthen the movement by developing their 

leadership skills and deepening their understanding 

of critical local and global issues.

2007 
s In the first annual Seed Exchange, Bioneers hosts over 

100 people sharing open-pollinated, heirloom and 

traditional seeds to spread agricultural biodiversity.

2008 
s Dreaming New Mexico “Age of Local Foodsheds & A 

Fair-Trade State “project creates a radically innova-

tive vision and road map for designing and imple-

menting a local food economy at the state level. 

i	Photo: Francis Moore Lappé and Ana Lappé.
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Workshops, Trainings & Intensives 
(Also see Indigenous Knowledge section for additional Restorative Food System-related events.)

1998 
s Mushroom workshop with Paul Stamets.

s Biodynamic Agriculture workshop at Rudolf 

Steiner College with Hugh Lovel and Peter 

Proctor.

s Visit to Joel Salatin’s Polyface Farm in Virginia 

with Federation of Southern Cooperative 

(FSC) farmers and staff.

s Elixir Botanical Farm 3-day herb training for 

FSC farmers with Steven Foster and Vinnie 

McKinney. 

s Organic Gardening and Seed Saving workshop 

at Native Seeds/SEARCH with Henry Soto and 

Ed Mendoza for local Tohono O’Odham com-

munity.

s Traditional Native American Farmers Associ-

ation (TNAFA) California organic farm tour: 

Camp Joy, UC Santa Cruz Farm and Garden, 

Canard Farms and Star Route Farm.

1999
s Bringing Native Foods to Market one-day 

meeting with Native farmers, co-produced 

with TNAFA, hosted by Greg Cajete.

s Seed Saving workshop at Occidental Arts and 

Ecology Center, CA with Gabriel Howearth, 

Shep Ogden, Vinnie McKinney, and Suzanne 

Nelson.

s Restorative Farming workshop with Bob Ca-

nard and Phil Coturri at Canard Farms, CA.

2000
s Urban Agriculture Farming workshop with 

Michael Ableman at the Center for Urban 

Agriculture at Fairview Gardens, CA. 

s Medicinal Herbs training for FSC Farmers at 

Indian Springs Coop in Mississippi, led by 

Frontier Coop and Gabriel Howearth.

s Medicinal Herbs workshop: Growing Medicine 

with Stephen Foster and Richo Cech at Occi-

dental Arts and Ecology Center, CA.

2001
s Urban Agriculture workshop at The Center 

for Urban Agriculture at Fairview Gardens, CA 

with Michael Ableman and Will Allen of Grow-

ing Power. 

s Soil Food Web workshop at UC Santa Cruz 

Farm and Garden with Elaine Ingham, Bob 

Canard, and Gabriel Howearth.

s Organic farming in the Blackbelt training 

co-produced with FSC with Gabriel Howearth 

and Johnnie Stubbs at FSC Training Center in 

Epes, Alabama.

2002
s Soil and Soul: Microcosmos to Cosmic Forces 

workshop with Elaine Ingham and Biodynamic 

soil fertility specialist Glenn Atkinson.

2003
s Earth, Water and Fire workshop at Tunitas 

Creek Ranch, CA with Dennis Martinez, Brock 

Dolman, Penny Livingston, and Bob Cannard.

2004 
s Natural Patterns and Permaculture Design 

workshop with Toby Hemenway and Larry 

Santoyo at Tunitas Creek Ranch, CA. 

2009
s Natural Magic Permaculture workshop and 

Biodiversity Gardens Tour at Occidental Arts 

and Ecology Center.

2012
s Permaculture Solutions workshop with Penny 

Livingston at the Commonweal Ranch, CA.

2013
s From the Culture of Soil to Cultured Foods 

workshop with Bob Cannard and Sandor Katz 

at Green String Farm in Sonoma, CA.

2014
s Building Food System Resilience from 

Homestead to Community and Beyond 

workshop with Daily Acts Founder Trathen 

Heckman, Naomi Starkman of the James 

Beard award-winning blog Civil Eats, and farm 

organizer Evan Wiig.
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TESTIMONIALS 
 “This was The Marin Youth Center’s first year to participate in Just Us For Food Justice. The experience 

helped our youth realize themselves as activists and leaders in the food justice movement. Some of the 

youth had tears in his eyes at the end of the day because they were so moved by such a powerful experience.” 

– Caesare Assad, former Culinary Director-chef, Marin Youth Center

 “We definitely got a lot of people who are interested and will work on the California ballot initiative to 

require labeling of foods that contain GMO ingredients.” 

– Rebecca Spector, Center for Food Safety

“We need to wean this American food system off its heavy twentieth-century diet of fossil fuels and put 

it back on a diet of contemporary sunshine. We’re going to need to put ten, twenty, thirty million more 

people on the land, and that’s part of a sun-food agenda. We need to support visionary farmers who 

can exploit the power of polyculture to harness sunlight and produce lots of food on small amounts 

of land.” 

– MICHAEL POLLAN

“The most important seed is consciousness, and 

we’re planting it in the urban agriculture move-

ment: that we are fully human, and as full human 

beings we have the ability, right and responsibility 

to begin to shape our own reality.” 

– MALIK YAKINI, DETROIT BLACK  

COMMUNITY FOOD SECURITY  

“WE CALL OURSELVES HORTISEXUALS. 

Plants really do turn us on.” 

– VINNIE MCKINNEY,  

ELIXIR FARM BOTANICALS

o	Photos left to right: Dennis Martinez and Penny Livingston; 
Percy Schmeiser; Arty Mangan, Gabriel Howearth and Fed-
eration of Southern Cooperative Farmers; RFS workshop; 
Michael Pollan and Gerardo Marin; Bob Cannard at RFS 
workshop.
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“ALMOST EVERY ONE OF THOSE HERITAGE INDIGENOUS VARIETIES IS MUCH HIGHER IN ANTIOXIDANTS, 

fiber and amino acids than anything you can buy at the store. Those foods are medicine that will heal 

us from the problems we have that are food-related. Those foods, like our little short guy corn called 

Bear Island Flint, are going to make it through climate destabilization. Those old, biologically diverse 

seed stocks have the ability to adapt. There absolutely is no similar ability in a hybrid or anything 

owned by Monsanto. If we want to feed our people, we’ve got to go back to those original relatives.” 

– WINONA LADUKE, AUTHOR, FOUNDING DIRECTOR, WHITE EARTH LAND RECOVERY PROJECT

“JUNK FOOD COMPRISES A THIRD OF AMERICAN 

daily calories. Think about kids’ tantrums. What 

we oftentimes find with those children is that it’s 

not a behavioral problem; it’s a blood sugar crash 

that they have no control over. It’s related to what 

they are eating.” 

– MAGGIE ADAMEK, RESEARCH FELLOW  

AT UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

“‘REAL FOOD’ NOURISHES THE BODY, THE EARTH, 

and people, both those who eat and produce. The 

logic of real food is respect and balance. Real food 

should be the norm, not the exception.” 

– ANIM STEELE, REAL FOOD CHALLENGE

i	Photos clockwise from top right: Winona LaDuke; Federa-
tion Farmers with Arty Mangan and Joel Salatin at Polyface 
Farms; Anim Steele; Gailey Morgan and Emigdio Ballon at 
Seed Exchange; Chef Bryant Terry at Just Us for Food Justice.
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Photos by Jennifer Esperanza, Jan Mangan, 
Doug Mason, Tim Porter, Republic of Light, 
Zoe Urness
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DOUBLE DOWN ON BIONEERS
Make a Difference that Really Makes a Difference

AS WE CELEBRATE BIONEERS’ 25TH ANNIVERSARY IN 2014, 
it’s a golden moment to double down on your support to ensure and optimize Bioneers’ 

ongoing contributions to help turn the tide at this once-in-a-civilization moment.

We invite you to deepen your investment or start now to generate a Return on Engage-

ment that harvests 25 years’ of visionary leadership, practical experience and action-

able knowledge. 

When you support Bioneers, you’re leveraging our entire community of leadership— 

a movement of movements.

We thank each and every one of you who has helped us reach this remarkable mile-

stone. Every single gift—large and small—has helped bring us to where we are today.

Play big. Make a difference that really makes a difference by generously support-

ing Bioneers. 

You can make a secure online donation at www.bioneers.org or contact give@bioneers.

org or 415-660-9305. 

To learn about our Kinship Circle of engaged 

higher donors, and about our Legacy Giving 

program, please contact Executive Director 

Joshua Sheridan Fouts at josh@bioneers.org 

or 415-660-9302.

With your generous support, our greatest  

legacy is yet to come.

CLICK HERE TO DONATE NOW

“NINA AND KENNY HAVE GROWN A SIMULTANEOUSLY 

meticulous and wild garden from the seeds of diver-

sity, struggle, and compassion. They have tended it 

with the water of listening, including, expanding and 

intermingling with the sunlight of community, of 

questioning and discovery. They are now beginning 

to see the bloom of a whole new way of being on this 

Earth. An invitation to Bioneers is an invitation to 

join your story, your struggle with the many strug-

gles. It is an invitation to open your heart and mind, 

to go further, to be braver. From mushrooms to med-

itation, from the rising wisdom and vision of the In-

digenous to the shared concrete steps of movement 

building, Bioneers is a Garden of Re-imagination, the 

green weaving of the story of our survival.”

– EVE ENSLER, author, artist, founder  

One Billion Rising and V-Day
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i	Photos from left: Afia Walking Tree, Deb Lane, 
Eve Ensler at Bioneers conference 2014; 
attendees at Bioneers conference 2007

http://www.bioneers.org
http://www.bioneers.org/25-years-of-bioneers/

